M.I.A. was established to enhance the growth of all students, facilitate an educational and motivational environment where students can strive for excellence, and a place where mentors can serve as positive enforces of leadership, professionalism, and dedication.

Mentors In Action

Point of contact: 1stSgt John Horsley 229-639-6642, john.l.horsley@usmc.mil or MSgt Deidra Harris 229-639-8034, Deidra.harris@usmc.mil, Sgt Brandon Hosford 229-639-6774, Brandon.hosford@usmc.mil

Alternate POC: Latreesa Perryman, MCLBA School Liaison, latreesa.perryman@usmc-mccs.org (229)639-7497

What does mentor mean to you?

Mentoring Above Resistance And Inspiring New Endeavors